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An USB removable memory with replaceable storage medium for optional upgrade

and extension of the storage capacity

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a removable memory using USB connector,

particularly to an USB removable memory with replaceable storage medium for

optional upgrade and extension of the storage capacity.

USB (Universal Serial Bus) technology is a newer kind of interface technology

which is widely used in the field of PC in resent years step by step. USB

technology consists of three parts: PC system with USB interface, system software

supporting USB, and device using USB interface. "Universal Serial Bus'' (USB 2. 0)

is a specification for connection of computer peripheral, which is worked out

by some big PC enterprises including Compag, HP, Intel, Lucent, Microsoft, NEC

and Philips. USB 1. 1 specification is now general adopted, whose speed is 100

times faster than that of standard serial port, and which supports simultaneous

connection of multi-device and possesses real "plug-and-play'' feature. Now, USB

is accepted gladly by peripheral manufacturers due to these advantages.

On the other hand, the FLASH (flash memory) as a nonvolatile storage medium

has much higher performance in respect of data stability and adaptability of

environment than magnetic storage medium, and has distinctly overcome the

disadvantages of complex mechanism and small storage capacity of the floppy drive

and floppy disk. Therefore, while the production cost of semiconductor is reduced,

the removable memory using USB interface technology and flash memory technology

is wide applied. Such products in the prior art includes the following parts:

USB interface, controller, flash memory unit. The controller is electrically

Prior Art
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connected to the USB interface and the flash memory. Such product is provided

with a housing, in which the flash memory and the controller are fixedly placed.

The USB interface protrudes from the housing. As a end product, the capacity

of such product is fixed. It is necessary to buy a completed USB memory when

5 a memory with larger capacity is needed. On the other hand, the completed USB

memory must be throw away if the flash memory or the controller has any problem.

As a result, a variety of requirements cannot be satisfied, and wasting is done.

Summary of the Invention

10 The object of the present invention is to provide a USB removable memory

. with replaceable storage medium for optional upgrade and extension of the storage

capacity, wherein the flash memory part can be physically separated from the

controller and the USB interface connected with the controller, and the flash

memory part can be conveniently plugged/unplugged onto/from the memory body.

15 Another object of the present invention is to provide a USB removable memory

with replaceable storage medium for optional upgrade and extension of the storage

capacity, wherein the controller can be neatly connected to other device needed

to connect with a computer by USB port.

The above-mentioned objects are achieved through the following technical

20 solution:

An USB removable memory with replaceable storage medium for optional upgrade

and extension of the storage capacity, including an USB connector, a controller

and a flash memory; wherein, the USB connector and the controller are integrated

as a memory body; the flash memory as the physically-independent storage

25 component is attached to the body, and is electrically connected to the

controller; said body is provided with write/read status control switch.

Said flash memory part is mounted on the body by means of guide channel,
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and the electrical connection between them is elastic tip-touch connection.

Certainly, the electrical connection between the flash memory part and the body

may be the plug-in connection or elastic fastener connection.

In addition, a dismountable back cover is provided in the rear of the housing

5 of the body. The body is provided with a chamber for flash memory part, a flash

memory is placed in the chamber.

furthermore, the electrical connection between said flash memory part and

said body is achieved by means of universal interface, such as USB interface

or SMMC.

10 The back cover can be mounted on the body by means of guide channel or clasp

according to the requirement.

The present invention possesses following obvious advantages in comparison

with the prior art.

The memory can be optionally upgraded and extended in its storage capacity,

15 so it is convenient for user, the cost is reduced, and the resource is saved.

The flash memory as independent spare part is replaceable, similar to the

battery of mobile terminal which is mounted in the mobile terminal replaceablely.

It is very convenient to mount and dismount the flash memory part.

Because the USB interface and the controller in the present invention are

20 standard-opened components, the controller can also connect with other parts

which are needed to connected with a computer, such as the infrared-ray receiver

as wireless transmission equipment and the seat of IC card.

Description of Figures

25 Fig. 1 is an exploded explanatory diagram showing one embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the structure of the side of the device shown
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in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing the structure of the front of the device shown

in Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is an exploded explanatory diagram showing another embodiment of the

5 present invention;

Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the structure of the side of the device shown

in Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is a diagram showing the structure of the front of the device shown

in Fig. 4;

10 Fig. 7 is an exploded explanatory diagram showing further embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 8 is a diagram showing the structure of the side of the device shown

in Fig. 7;

Fig. 9 is a diagram showing the structure of the front of the device shown

15 in Fig. 7;

Fig. 10 is an exploded explanatory diagram showing still further embodiment

of the present invention;

Fig. 11 is a block diagram showing the electrical connection of the present

invention.

20

Mode of Carrying out the Invention

The present invention will be explained in detail with reference to the

drawings and concrete embodiments.

As shown in Fig. 1-10, the present invention is an USB removable memory with

25 replaceable storage medium for optional upgrade and extension of the storage

capacity. It includes an USB connector 1, a controller 2 and a flash memory 3.

Wherein, the USB connector 1 and the controller 2 are integrated as a memory
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body 3. The flash memory 4 as the physically-independent storage component is

attached to the body 3, and is electrically connected to the controller 2. The

data transmission can be completed by using the standard interface protocol,

such as the USB, I2C. The electrical connection are shown in Fig. 11. Therefore,

5 the storage component can be replaced optionally, so as to meet the various

requirements. For example, when the capacity of the flash memory 4 is not enough,

the flash memory 4 can be replaced just with a larger one having larger capacity

of storage, or the flash memory 4 can be replaced with a plurality of flash memory

parts, while one USB connector 1 and one controller 2 are still used. In this

10 way, not only the flexibility of the USB removable memory is improved in respect

of extension of the storage capacity, but also the cost of the USB removable

memory is largely reduced, so the resource of component is saved.

The concrete embodiment is as follows:

Refer to Fig. 1, 2 and 3, a dismountable back cover 5 is provided in the

15 rear of the housing of the body 3 according to the present invention, which can

be opened and closed. Specifically, the back cover 5 can be mounted on the body

3 by means of guide channel, and can slid on the guide channel, as shown in Fig.

1, 10. Certainly, the back cover 5 can be provided with elastic fastener such

as clip and tenon which can fasten the back cover 5 onto the body 3. The body

20 3 is provided with a chamber for flash memory part 4, a flash memory part 4 is

placed in the chamber, and the back cover 5 covers the chamber. The electrical

connection 6 between the flash memory part 4 and the controller 2 is elastic

tip-touch connection. The electrical connection 6 as shown in Fig. 10 is plug-in

connection. When the flash memory part 4 is needed to replace, the whole procedure

25 is the following: opening the back cover 5; then take out the flash memory part

4; finally put a new flash memory part 4 in the correct position in the chamber.

Furthermore, the body 3 is provided with write/read status control switch
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7.

The flash memory part 4 is also integrated with the back cover 5. The flash

memory part 4 is mounted on the body 3 by means of guide channel or fastener.

The electrical connection 6 can be either the elastic tip-touch connection or

5 plug-in connection.

Another embodiment of the present invention is shown in Fig. 4, 5 and 6.

In the embodiments, the flash memory part 4 is a self-housing independent part,

whose housing can be completely separated from the body 3 and can be connected

to the body 3 by means of the plug-in connection similar to the connection between

10 a plug and a plug socket. An electrical connection contact adapter is provided

in the electrical connection section 6 of the flash memory 4 and controller 2.

In addition, another embodiment of the present invention is shown in Fig.

7, 8 and 9. In the embodiment, the flash memory part 4 is a self-housing

independent part, whose housing can be completely separated from the body 3 and

15 can be connected to the body by means of elastic fastener. A elastic clasp 8

is formed on the housing of the flash memory part 4, and a notch is formed on

the body 3. The elastic clasp is set into the notch in conjugation status. An

electrical connection contact adapter is provided in the electrical connection

section 6 of the flash memory 4 and controller 2.

20 Finally, it should be noted that above embodiments are used only to explain

the present invention, but not to limit the present invention. In despite of

the detailed description of the present invention with reference to above

preferred embodiments, it should be understand that various modifications,

changes or equivalent replacements can be made by those skilled in the art without

25 depart from the spirit and scope of the present invention, which should be covered

in the append claims of this application.
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